YOUTH
CLIMATE
ASSOCIATION
NI
SOPHIA KIANNI
“I noticed that almost all climate
information is available only in English
even though climate change is an issue
that disproportionately affects people
of color.”
Sophia Kianni is a 19 year old IranianAmerican climate activist specializing in
media and strategy. She is the founder and
executive director of Climate Cardinals, an
international nonprofit with 8,000
volunteers in 40+ countries working to
translate climate information into 100+
languages. She represents the United States
as the youngest member on the inaugural
United Nations Youth Advisory Group on
Climate Change. She is a Senior Partner at
JUV Consulting, a Gen Z marketing agency.
She also works as a climate advisor at the
American Lung Association and sits on the
board of directors at CommunityX.
https://www.linkedin.com/in/sophia-kianni-a805a71b3
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YCANI'S NEW YEAR PLEDGES
CAMPAIGN 2021 !!!

Our New Years campaign was launched back in January
when we all contacted local councillors who work in our
communities and cities and who make important
decisions that affect us all, to sign our set of 8 pledges.
Firstly, we used the results from our public survey to
influence our pledges so that your voices were heard!
Then, as a result of the survey, our pledges were drawn
up to include issues such as a Green Recovery, a
Climate Act for NI, divestment from fossil fuels,
protecting and investing in our biodiversity and green
spaces, better recycling and transport services and
finally, better climate education!
To see a more detailed description of our pledges, head
to our website: https://ycani.org/1068-2/

YCANI'S NEW YEAR PLEDGES
CAMPAIGN 2021 !!!
So far
38 councillors
have signed our
pledges!

To check if your councillors still need to sign, head to this
link:
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1P8_lX6upSDrLG
6newWcYxFBYdSxB4DZQpIImib4luwE/edit#gid=0
You can find email templates in the link in our Instagram
bio to send to your councillors
Thank you!!!

2040
Regeneration

A Visual Letter to our Future Daughters
Directed by Damon Gameau, this
documentary tells the story of innovation
and adaptation in the time of the climate
crisis.
The story is described as a “journey to
explore what the future could look like by the
year 2040 if we simply embraced the best
solutions already available to us to improve
our planet and shifted them rapidly into the
mainstream.”
It imagines the utopia almost within reach
and encourages individuals, businesses and
governments to take radical action.

Since its release in 2019 on the
15th November, this documentary
has been recently with the utmost
support and acclamation - the
New York Times described it as
“Accessible, informative and
optimistic look at solutions to the
climate crisis...2040 is a rare
climate documentary with an
optimistic message.” and received
the AACTA Award for Best
Original Score in a Documentary.

From examining how renewable
energy, like rooftop solar, has
enabled micro-grids to form in
Bangladesh enabling communities to
produce, own and trade their own
energy to discussing many uses of
seaweeds and how bringing seaweed
ecosystems to the open ocean
through Marine Permaculture can
enable the sustainable harvest of
seaweeds and fish to help guarantee
food security while regenerating
marine life and sequestering carbon,
this documentary covers the climate
crisis in a holistic, uplifting way.

Hear from the
experts

Check out the recorded Q&A sessions with a
diverse range of specialists
US Premiere - Meet the Makers :
https://bit.ly/USPremQA
Meet the Researchers :
https://bit.ly/2040DrawdownRegen
Regenerative Agriculture :
https://bit.ly/2040RegenAg
Sustainable Travel :
https://bit.ly/2040EcoTravel
Seaweed/Ocean Regeneration :
https://bit.ly/2040MarineRegen
Power of Youth Voices :
https://bit.ly/2040YoungVoices
Climate change in Black and White :
https://bit.ly/2040Empowerment
Importance of Hope :
https://bit.ly/2040Hope1

Sound interested? 2040 recommend that
everyone in the world has an opportunity to
view this documentary. Simply fill out their
quick survey and they will recommend 5 steps
you can take as an individual or organisation
to join the Regeneration Movement.

http://whatsyour2040.com/plan/0b519b9d0e50a6c7b4d0
ca2e25eb1fc8?utm_source=share&utm_medium=link

News You Might Have
Missed : Winter Recap
Written by Holly Harrison

So far this year hasn't been what we expected or
wanted - we are still very much amidst a
pandemic and life is far from normal.
Though in these past months normal life seems to
have been put on hold, the climate crisis
continues to spiral into a more uncontrollable and
threatening state while governments around the
world continue to fall short in their response.
That said, there have been some significant wins
for the fight against climate breakdown.
So here is what you might have missed this
winter :

November

Despite the devising announcement from former
President Donald Trump in July 2017, November
saw the official withdrawal of the US from the
Paris accord. This signified a huge shift in
attitudes towards the climate crisis as more
notable politicians begin to dismiss scientific
truths for economic ambition. That said - it was
only 3 months later when the succeeding
president Biden re-joined the Paris Agreement
and has sworn to recommit the USA to climate
action.

Later that month, XR Scotland withdrew from
talks in an assembly on climate change after they
criticised the “increased control” from civil
servants which resulted in “no longer a good
enough response to the climate emergency”. XR
Scotland continues to demand a more radical
approach to tackling the climate crisis and will
continue their campaigning outside of the
citizens’ assembly the UK.

November
In Northern Ireland, “coconut logs” were
flown to mountains in County Fermanagh
in a rewilding attempt that aims to “build
dams on Cuilcagh, which will help restore
large areas of degraded blanket bog that
are currently emitting carbon” and NI
Water vows to plant 18 million trees on
their estate.

On the Isle of Man, a Climate Bill promised
net zero emissions by 2050. The British
government also pledged £4b for 250,000
green jobs and £40m for green spaces,
while a carbon capture scheme proposed a
potential for 49,000 jobs. The UK set out a
ban on new petrol and diesel vehicles from
2030, while the previous ban on gas boilers
disappeared from the 2030 climate pledge
of the UKgov website. Despite lockdown,
CO2 emissions hit a new record in the UK.

December
This month gave us the striking UN Chief’s statement we are
waging a “suicidal war” on nature, while David Attenbourough
declared “our lives depend on finding a solution”.

Denmark set out to end all oil and gas exploration by 2050
while the EU raised their climate goals from 40% reduction in
emissions to 55% by 2030. Activists also rejoice at the court
ruling which prohibited the Bylong Valley coal mine.

In NI, the advisory body claimed we should cut emissions 82%
by 2050 while Boris Johnson outlined a 10-point “Green
Industrial Revolution” plan aiming to generate hundreds of
jobs.

In Scotland, a plan for net zero emissions was set out for 2045
with a new study showing 90% of electricity demands were
met with renewable sources.

December

Celebrities also brought the climate crisis to the forefront
with feminists such as Ellie Goulding, Emma Watson and
Emma Thomson signing a letter urging more women to be
included at climate talks.

While scientists such as Prof. Will Steffan and Prof. Gesa
Weyhenmeyer wrote a warning of the potential for “societal
collapse” amidst a climate crisis and top educators urged for
better climate education.

In the US Biden reassured the public of his commitment to
climate action revealing a climate team while MockCop26
youth activists voted on a treaty ahead of the summit.

It was also revealed that “People around the world will have
a chance to discuss responses to the climate crisis in a
planned global citizens’ assembly to inform UN talks in
Glasgow in 2021”

and unsurprisingly Pepsi, Coca-Cola and Nestle remained
the top pasic polluters globally for third year in a row

January
2021 revealed that despite El Prince Charles meanwhile
Nina, Australia had its 4th
urges firms to join his “Earth
warmest year in 2020 and
Charter” in an effort for
the US saw its most
businesses to do more to
devastating bout of climate
protect the planet and £3b
catastrophes ever, with 262
UK Climate finance is
dead and $95b spent.
revealed to be spent on
supporting nature and
£500m funding was given to
After a landmark ruling,
green projects.
experts warn air pollution
will lead to mass migration.
Yet a go-ahead was given to
the planned Cumbria coal
mine.
The US returned to the Paris
Climate Agreements and
The largest global poll also
Biden helped prevent the
revealed that “, younger
planned Keystone pipeline.
people were more likely to
agree with the view that
rising temperatures were an
In the UK however, there was emergency, with nearly 70%
outrage after a long awaited
in favour. For people over
environmental bill was
the age of 60, this dropped
delayed again.
to 58%”

Australia continues to fall behind
with its climate considerate
legislation, but the National
Farmers’ Federation has said
renewable energy zones must be
“at the centre of any regionalisation
agenda”.
While Australia falls behind
however, the US finally joined the
Paris accord with “John Kerry,
warning that international talks this
year are the “last, best hope” of
avoiding catastrophic global
heating.”
This comes after the mass
blackouts in Texas and California,
showing how widely unprepared
the US truly is in the face of the
climate crisis.

February

Under pressure from activists,
Exxon vowed to expand its climatefriendly technology while "former
Bank of England governor Mark
Carney calls for more investment to
tackle the climate crisis.”

And so, while politicians continue to
greenwash campaigns and give
false promises, we remain on the
trajectory for worsening the climate
crisis.
It is clear that more action is
needed and that this year should
be the one where true history is
made.

IF YOU WOULD LIKE TO RECEIVE THE FULL
VERSION OF THIS NEWS BULLETIN WITH THE
REFERENCES ADDED, FEEL FREE TO EMAIL US
contact.ycani@gmail.com

Written by Aoife Greenberg

What is Air Pollution and how is it
affecting us here in Northern
Ireland?
Air pollution is defined as “the presence in or introduction
into the air of a substance which has harmful or poisonous
effects”.

Historically, the main cause of air pollution has typically
been high levels of smoke and sulphur dioxide emitted
following the combustion of fossil fuels such as coal.
More recently, traffic emissions are becoming a leading air
pollution cause as petrol and diesel motor vehicles emit a
wide variety of pollutants such as carbon monoxide and
nitrogen.
https://friendsoftheearth.uk/clean-air
https://uk-air.defra.gov.uk/air-pollution/causes
https://www.worldatlas.com/articles/what-is-air-pollution.html
https://www.who.int/news-room/air-pollution
https://www.daerani.gov.uk/sites/default/files/publications/daera/Air%20Pollution%20in%20Northen%20Ireland%202019%20Screen%20
Version.pdf
https://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/northern-ireland/derry-and-armagh-among-uks-leading-air-pollutionhotspots-36868078.html
https://www.irishnews.com/news/northernirelandnews/2019/04/30/news/-dangerously-high-levels-of-air-pollutionfound-in-northern-ireland-1608790/

What are the
Health Effects of Air Pollution?

The World Health
Organisation (WHO) have
reported that 9/10 people
worldwide breathe polluted
air.
As well as this, around 7
million people die every year
from exposure to polluted air!

This causes diseases
including strokes, heart
disease, lung cancer and
respiratory infections. Air
pollution has even been
associated with changes in
the brain linked to
dementia!

Depending on the level of
Government statistics
exposure and the type of
estimate that air pollution in
pollutant inhaled, these
the UK reduces the life
effects can vary, ranging
expectancy of every person by from simple symptoms like
an average of 7-8 months,
coughing to acute
with an associated cost of up conditions like asthma and
to £20 billion each year.
chronic lung diseases.
It must be highlighted that
This is because air pollution
this will also have a
exposes people to fine
disproportionate effect on
particles that penetrate deep disadvantaged communities
into the lungs and
in the UK such as BIPOC
cardiovascular system.
communities.

Of course, air pollution from pollutants such as CO2 also
contribute to the greenhouse effect and lead to global
warming, which already has the potential to cause a global
health crisis. Combustion of fossil fuels also releases sulphur
dioxide and nitrogen oxides which can cause acid rain.
To learn more about air pollution watch this Ted Talk!! https://youtu.be/gXDAGYLu3X8

So what is it like in NI?

DAERA NI reported that in 2019 air quality in Northern
Ireland had improved substantially in recent decades. In
particular, concentrations of sulphur dioxide have
declined significantly over the past twenty years.
However, still not good enough, some pollutants in
some parts of Northern Ireland continue to exceed air
quality objectives.
4 monitoring sites did not meet the AQS (Air Quality
Strategy) objective for annual mean for nitrogen dioxide
in 2019; Belfast Stockman’s Lane, Newry Canal Street,
Downpatrick Roadside, and
Limavady Dungiven.

In addition to this, in 2016, the
Brandywell area in
It was also discovered in
2019 that air quality in Belfast Derry/Londonderry had the
UK’s worst recorded PAH
revealed "dangerously high"
(polycyclic aromatic
levels of pollutants.
hydrocarbon) emissions,
In fact, levels of nitrogen
dioxide were so high in some caused by solid fuel burning.
areas that it breached legal
Derry/Londonderry was
limits at 30 sites Belfast and
among 31 towns and cities
North Down.
identified by WHO as
exceeding safe levels of fine
particle pollutants known as
PM2.5 in 2015.

It was claimed that particularly
high readings were recorded
outside the Royal
Victoria Hospital and at the
Belfast Metropolitan College
Millfield Campus –
not exactly where you’d hope
for air pollution!

Feel like you want to take
action?
- check out
https://pollutersout.org who
have petitions, learning
opportunities, and actions we
can all take!
- Push for a Climate Act NI to
be passed into legislation!
-write to your councillors,
MLAs and MPs about your
concerns and demand better
protection!!

Climate CENsus UK
Written by Andra Vladu

What is the Climate Census?
Climate Census is a grassroot campaign group, created as a
result of UK government's inaction against the climate
emergency, which was declared in May 2019.

The national census is happening in March of this year in
England, Wales and Northern Ireland, and March 2022 in
Scotland.
This presents an opportunity to hold the government
accountable for climate action.
https://climatecensus.uk/

How will this work?
Here is a step by step guide as to what everyone can do
to safely protest against the governments’ inaction
during the census:
1.
Usually during a national census, the government
provides a mailed hard paper copy or an online version
of the form you need to fill in.
2.
Look out for “what is your religion?” section
and tick your religion
3.
Then, select and tick the “any other religion”
and write in CLIMATE CONCERNED
As you can see, this an easy way to fight for climate
action that does not require physical action.

Why is this important?

The U.K. government has thus far not been delivering
proper climate action and it has not addressed these
issues with the urgency needed.
Climate change, even as an imminent threat to
humanity, still isn’t at the top of the political agenda for
the U.K. Globally, scientists have warned that the current
rate of change, will lead us to 2.1°C by 2050, instead of
the 1.5°C target. This is disastrous! If we are to aim for
1.5°C, there is a need for transformative policies.

Having action from the population,
such as this census action, is important for the
government to see that the people have spoken and, in
the end, it is the will of the public in regard to what
decisions are made. So, use your voice for the census.

For more info and to pledge to declare
yourself as climate concerned in March, head
to their website: https://climatecensus.uk/

A radical transformation
needed: green buildings.
By Philia Jost

We spend on average 22 hours indoors, equating to
around 90% of our day: at home, school or work, at
restaurants, at the hairdressers or at the dentist, etc.
These are spaces that need thermal and acoustic
insulation, as well as heating, cooling, lightning, and
power systems to be comfortable.
Yet current buildings are very polluting,
and according to the WGBC (World Green Building
Council), buildings alone are responsible for 39% of global
energy-related carbon emissions.

So, confronted with the climate crisis and in order to
reach the Paris Agreement targets, a fast and “radical
transformation of the way we design,
build, use and power our buildings” is essential in order to
“decarbonise all the buildings”.
This must be achieved “by drastically reducing energy
demand and eliminating reliance on fossil fuels”. (WGBC

Buildings must become
‘green’. According to the
WGBC, a ‘green’ building is a
building that, “in its design,
construction or operation,
From an economic point of
reduces or
eliminates negative impacts view, green buildings offer
economic benefits,
on the environment, by using
such as “cost savings on
less water, energy or natural
utility bills for tenants or
resources”.
households (through
But these buildings can also
energy and water
generate their own energy or
efficiency)”, “lower
increase biodiversity, to have
construction costs and
a positive impact on our
higher property
climate and natural
value for building
environment.
developers”, “increased
occupancy rates or
Nevertheless, green
operating costs for building
buildings disregard the
embodied carbon footprint owners”, and “job creation”.
from construction (eg:
At a global level, “global
materials can be imported
energy efficiency
from other countries). So,
measures could save an
this is a negative and
estimated €280 to €410
important point showing
billion in savings on
how the green architecture’s
energy spending”!
field is still developing.

Finally, from a social point of view it has been
shown that working inside green and wellventilated spaces improve brain function, with a
101% increase in cognitive scores.
In the same way, working in spaces with
windows allows us to sleep an average of 46
minutes more per night.
As well as this, better indoor air quality (with
“low concentrations of CO2 and pollutants, and
high ventilation rates”) could improve
performance of up to 8 per cent.

One Embankment Place
60% of its energy needs are
In this London, refitted
building, the cooling, heat, and produced on-site. Moreover,
the refurbishment is
power system uses recycled
vegetable oil which is collected expected to pay for itself in
less than four years.
and refined locally.
According to the architect
Natural lightning is privileged,
there are roof gardens, green Gonzalo Pardo, “Architecture
was slow in following the
walls and a reduced use of
[environmental] move, but
water thanks to waterless
today measures are
urinals and low flush toilets.
multiplying". The
architecture industry still
In comparison with a same
has many challenges to take
size building, One
up, but it became an
Embankment Place emits
40% less carbon and 20% of unmissable operator of the
climate change.
heat.

Sources:
Lynn Beavis. (2014). PwC creates the most sustainable building in
the world. Available:
https://www.theguardian.com/sustainable-business/sustainability-case-studies-pwc-one-embankment-place.
Last accessed 01/2021.
Iturbe Zuriñe. (2019). The future of architecture. Available:
https://www.houzz.fr/magazine/le-futur-de-l-architecture-tendances-et-defis-stsetivw-vs~123160233.
Last accessed 01/2021.
World Green Building Council. (2016-2021). Green building. Available:
https://www.worldgbc.org/. Last accessed 01/2021.

THANKS FOR READING!
To learn more about YCANI check out our website: ycani.org
or follow us on Instagram @yca.ni

